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1. INTRODUCTION 
Reciprocal transformations [1-3] are a useful tool in the study of integrable partial differential 
equations. Recently, there has been much interest in the equation of Fokas-Fuchssteiner-Camassa- 
Holm (FFCH), originally derived by Fokas and Fuchssteiner [4] in the context of bi-Hamiltonian 
theory, and subsequently rederived as an equation for shallow water waves by Camassa and 
Holm [5]. The FFCH equation exhibits the weak Painlev~ property [6,7] and has a reciprocal link 
with the first negative flow of the KdV hierarchy [8,9]. 
In [10], the following nonisospectral 2+l-dimensional generalization of the FFCH equation was 
constructed: 
(at - U~Ox - 2U~y) (U3z - Ux) = O. (1.1) 
The ordinary FFCH equation for the variable W = Ux arises from (1.1) by the reduction 02 = 0~ 
(we have scaled away the arbitrary constants appearing in [10]). Similarly, the Korteweg-deVries 
(KdV) equation admits a nonisospectral 2+l-dimensional generalization, 
vr  = nvv ,  R = O2x + 4V + 2YxOx 1, (1.2) 
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which has been referred to as the Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff [11] or "breaking soliton" equation. Bogoyo 
avlenskii [12-14] studied breaking soliton solutions, while Schiff [15] derived the equation as a re- 
duction of self-dual Yang-Mills (a similar result was obtained by Tafel [16]), but in fact (1.2) is only 
a particular case of a class of nonisospectral equations considered much earlier by Calogero [17,18]. 
Below, we show how the reciprocal (or hodograph) transformation connecting the FFCH equa- 
tion with negative KdV can be generalized to the 2 + 1-dimensional setting, leading to a link 
between equations (1.1) and (1.2). 
2. THE RECIPROCAL TRANSFORMATION 
2.1. Mapp ing  Conservat ion  Laws 
Reciprocal transformations of partial differential equations [1-3] map conservation laws to other 
conservation laws. In order to derive such a transformation for (1.1), we introduce new variables 
p, q, r via 
p2 = U3x - -  Vx, q = c3~ lpy, r = Uy, 
and then obtain the following equations in conservation form: 
Pt = (pr)z, Py = qz, qt = (pr)y. (2.1) 
Observe that the third equation in (2.1) is a direct consequence of the first two, and the three 
equations are the compatibility conditions d2X = 0 for the reciprocal transformation defined by 
1 (pdx + pr dt + q dy) ,  dX  = 
Clearly, the inverse transformation is 
dx = 2p -1 dX  - rdY  - 8sdT,  
Y=t ,  T= Y. (2.2) 
8 
s = qp-1, (2.3) 
where by an abuse of notation, we identify p(x, t, y) - p (X ,  Y, T)  etc. Using the transformation 
law for derivatives, 
1 0 1 0 1 1 ox x, ot or + 5pr x, +  qOx, 
one obtains from (2.1), the reciprocally associated equations 
1 2 1 
py  -- ~p rx ,  PT = 4p2sx, 8y  ---- "~rT, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
which yield the compatibility condition d2x = 0 for (2.3). The first two equations in (2.5) may 
be written in conservation form as (2p-1)y = - rx ,  (p-1)T = --4sx. In order to establish the 
relation with equation (1.2), we introduce the variable 
1 1 2 
V = -~Axx  -~Ax _p -2 ,  A = logp. (2.6) 
The Ermakov-Pinney equation (see [19] and references), 
1 2 
PPxx  - ~Px  + 2Vp 2 + 2 -- O, 
arises from rearranging (2.6), and has the immediate consequence 
Bp = O, B = ROx = O h + 4VOx + 2Vx, 
which we shall make use of shortly. 
(2.7) 
(2.s) 
2 + 1-Dimens iona l  Extens ions  
The first step to deriving (1.2) is to rewrite the identity (U3x - U~)v = (03 - Oz)Uy as 
2pp v= (0 2 -1 )  rz, 
and then apply the transformation law (2.4) for derivatives to give 
((I)2 )I (i i ) 
-~pOx - 1 -~prx = 2p -~PT + ~qPX • 
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Using (2.5) above leads to 
1 V, -~ y = (ps)x.  (2.9) 
The second step in the derivation of (1.2) is then to apply the operator R to (2.9). ]n the 
right-hand side, we have 
ROx (ps) - B (ps) = s (Bp)  + sx (3pxx  + 4V) + 3sxxPx + s3xP, 
and then using (2.5) and (2.8), we find 
1 1 (4v + + A x) + + B (ps) = ~AT 
where we have expressed erivatives of p in terms of p and derivatives of A, e.g., Px = pAx .  
Comparing with (2.6), it is clear that the above implies B (ps) = --(1/2)VT, and thus from (2.9), 
the required equation (1.2) follows immediately. 
2.2. Transforming the Lax Pairs 
It is also a straightforward matter to show that the nonisospectral Lax pair for (1.1), which is 
1 (1 + ¢, Cxx=a 
1 
2Ay = AAt 
is transformed by the reciprocal transformation (2.2) into another nonisospectral Schr6dinger 
eigenvalue problem 
4)xx + V~ = A~, 
X~g = ~T + q~x -- -~qx~, (2.10) 
A T = 4AAy. 
The compatibility condition for this Lax pair yields (1.2) in the form of the system 
VT + 2B q = 0, Vy + 2qx = 0. (2.11) 
The eigenfunctions are related by ¢ = p-(1/2)~5. The reduction Oz = Oy (reducing (1.1) to the 
standard FFCH equation) under the reciprocal transformation leads to OT = O, p = q, which 
reduces the second Lax pair above to that of the inverse KdV (also known as AKNS [20]) equation. 
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3. B.ACKLUND TRANSFORMATION 
AND PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS 
The B~cklund Transformation (BT) for equation (1.2) is a straightforward extension of the 
Darboux-B£cklund transformation of KdV: given any solution V and an eigenfunction (I)satisfy- 
ing (2.10), a new solution is given by 
I S" = V + 2(log ~)xx .  
This BT has been obtained independently by Pickering [21]. For our purposes, however, in 
order to apply the reciprocal transformation and generate new solutions of (1.1), we also need to 
transform p, q, and r. From (2.11), it is clear that we should take 
= q - (log ~)xY .  
The variable p is a solution of the Ermakov-Pinney equation (2.7), and in [22], we derived a BT 
for this equation which is consistent with the application of the Darboux transformation to the 
potential V; this is given by 
/3 = (Ap) -1 (Z 2 - 1), 1 Z = -~Px - p(log (I))x. (3.1) 
We also have the identity/3 = p + A-1Zx  . Given/3,~, we set ~ = -20xl( /3-1)y so that (2.5) 
are satisfied, and then it is possible to proceed with the reciprocal transformation. We illustrate 
the use of the reciprocal transformation and BT with examples of simple solutions. The general 
solution of the Ermakov-Pinney equation (2.7) is 
p = ~+kO_, 
where ~+ are two independent solutions of the Schr5dinger equation in (2.10) for I = 0 with 
Wronskian 2; if they also solve the T part of (2.10) for A = 0, then the second equation in (2.5) 
is satisfied as well. 
To start with, we consider the trivial vacuum solution V = 0 of (1.2). There are two types of 
associated solutions of (2.7), 
p=i2(X-Xo) ,  p=Po l (1 -P2(X-Xo)2) ,  
which we refer to as types (i) and (ii), respectively; X0 = Xo(Y,  T)  and P0 = Po(Y)  are arbitrary 
functions. In both cases, we find 
XO,T 
q= 4 ' 
while 
r = ± Xo,y  df r = 2PoXo,y - 2 (dPo/dY)  (X  - Xo) df 
X - Xo dY '  1 - p2 (X  - Xo) 2 dY  
for types (i),(ii), respectively, with f = f (Y )  being another arbitrary function. Applying the 
reciprocal transformation to type (i), we find a solution of (1.1), 
2 exp [±2(x - f(t))] - f ' ( t )y  + F(x ,  t), U(x,  y, t) = ~o(Y, t) exp [~(x - f(t))] + 
where the arbitrary function ~0 is given by ±~0,~(Y, t) = Xo,y(Y,  T)  with y, t and Y, T related as 
in (2.2), and the complementary function F is given by 
F(x ,  t) = a(t)e x + b(t)e -x  + c(t) 
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for arbitrary functions a, b, c. The complementary function satisfies both F3x - Fx = 0 and 
Fy = 0, and under the reciprocal transformation p,q, r as functions of X, Y, T are related to 
U(x, y, t) modulo the addition of such F(x, t). We ignore this extra freedom in what follows. For 
type (ii), we find 
U(x ,y , t )=-4p0( t ) -2  tank [ (x - : ( t ) ) ] -  (p~(t)Po(t)_lsinh[x_ f(t)] + f ' ( t ) )y  
where the arbitrary function @ is given by @,y(y, t) = 2Po(Y)Xo,y(Y, T). 
Now we proceed to apply the BT to this vacuum solution. Setting t~ 2 = A(Y, T), we obtain the 
breaking soliton solution [12-14] 
2n 2 
~= 
cosh 2 [~(X - rj)]' 
where from (2.10), ,~(Y,T) and rl(Y,T) satisfy 
NT : 4~;2~;Y, ?]T : 4~Z27]Y -t- XO,T. 
The corresponding ~ is given by 
Xo, T I~y (X  - r]) - N?]y 
- 4 cosh2[a(X - rl) ] 
We can also apply the associated BT (3.1) for the Ermakov-Pinney equation. Applying this to 
the type (i) solution, for instance, we find 
t5 = q=2~ -1 tanh[~(X - 77)] (1 - ~(X - X0) tanh[~(Z - r/)]) 
and 
= =t=~y(X - Xo) - ,~Xo,y + (,~y(X - 7) - ,~r~y) (coth2[~(X - r/)] - 1) _ g,(y), 
~(X - X0)  - co th[~(X  - 7)] 
with g(Y) being another arbitrary function. The associated solution U(x, y,t) of (1.1) is then 
determined by the relations Uax - U~ =/52( x, Y, t), Uy = f(x, y, t), relating y, t and Y, T according 
to (2.2), and X(x,  y, t) given implicitly by 
+(x - g(t)) = log Icoth[,~(X - rl)] - ,~(X - X0)l 
(with ,~, rj, and X0 interpreted as functions of y, t in the above). Repeated application of the BT 
for different nonzero A starting from V = 0 leads to breaking N-soliton solutions [12-14] of (1.2). 
It is worth mentioning the special case A -- 0 when the BT (3.1) for the Ermakov-Pinney equation 
breaks down. It is then necessary to construct 
/5 = ~+~_,  
where if_ -- ~-1 and an integration is required to find ~+. For example, applying the BT with 
A = 0 to V = 0, we have 
2 X1,T  X1,Y 
=X-X l ,  I~=- (X_X , )  2' q= 4 (X -X1)  2' 
with X1 = X1 (]I, T) being an arbitrary function. Then, after an integration, we have 
= (X - X l )  -1, ~+ = 2(X  - X1) 2 + O(X Xl )  -1  , 
where O(1I, T) satisfies eT  = 8XI,y. This yields 
2X1,y(X - X1) 2 - Oy + h(Y), 
/5 = (X -  Xl)  + O(X - Xl) -2, r = 2 /3 (X-  X1) 3 + O 
with h(Y) being another arbitrary function. Repeated application of the BT with A = 0 leads 
to a sequence of solutions to (1.2) rational in X. These are essentially the same as the rational 
solutions of the KdV hierarchy derived in [23], modified to allow dependence on Y, T. 
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